**The Arts**

**Theatre**

**Dance**

**Dance Theatre of Harlem** will present its European tour of The Marriage Proposal at the MIT Museum, 536 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge. Through Sept. 2. Information: 253-1000. The 19th-century ballet is presented by the ensemble of the same name from Harlem, New York.

**The Antarctic**

**Big-Time Comedy** presents its one-act comedies: Anton Chekhov's Three Sisters, which refers to the comedy team Daily Cry, whose performers include comedians, actors, and writers. The show features the comedy team Daily Cry, whose performers include comedians, actors, and writers.

**Theatrical Arts**

**The Arts**

**Comedy**


**Improvise**

**The Comedy Project** presents its annual festival of improv and sketch comedy, featuring a variety of local and national performers. The festival is held at the MIT Museum, 536 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge. Through Sept. 2. Admission: $10; $5 with college identification. Information: 253-1000.

**Exhibits**

**MIF Museum** presents its annual festival of improv and sketch comedy, featuring a variety of local and national performers. The festival is held at the MIT Museum, 536 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge. Through Sept. 2. Admission: $10; $5 with college identification. Information: 253-1000.
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